California Cap-andTrade Program
Recovers
by Brandon Charles and Laura Norin, with MRW & Associates, LLC in
Oakland, California

Prices for greenhouse gas emission allowances under the
California cap-and-trade program have rebounded in 2017. Legal
and regulatory uncertainties that had cast a shadow over the
program’s future in 2016 have generally been resolved or are in
the process of being addressed.
Furthermore, regulatory changes have been made to support
a more robust allowance market, both in the near-term and into
the future.
Although additional potential changes to the program remain
under consideration, developments over the course of 2017 have
clarified the future program structure.
In 2016, a surplus of allowances in the market, combined with
uncertainty over the future of the program, limited trading and
kept prices low. In the quarterly state-run auctions for greenhouse gas allowances, just 52% of the allowances that were up
for bid in 2016 and in the first auction of 2017 were sold, with
fewer than 20% of available allowances sold in two of these
auctions.
In contrast, in each of the subsequent three auctions, all the
available allowances were sold. This increase in auction sales was
accompanied by an increase in auction settlement prices above
the floor price for the first time since 2015.
The change in market sentiment over the course of 2017 has
been pronounced and appears to be driven in large part by
increasing confidence in the future of the cap-and-trade program
after resolution of legal challenges and progress on writing regulations to allow the program to continue after 2020. Structural
tweaks to the program also appear to be boosting both market
activity and prices. Finally, the fact that 2017 is the final year of
the second compliance period probably also contributed to the
strong demand for allowances once legal authority for the
program was confirmed.
Looking forward, the beginning of a new compliance period,
coupled with a continued surplus of allowances, could lead to a
flattening of price escalation, or even
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A JOINTLY OWNED COMPANY formed by a

group of municipal utilities and electric cooperatives to enter into a long-term contract to buy
electricity from a private gas-fired power plant is
not a tax-exempt entity, the IRS said.
The municipal utilities and coops applied to
the IRS for status as a section 501(c)(6) entity, a
type of tax-exempt entity that is used by some
trade associations, chambers of commerce and
football leagues that are not organized for profit.
The IRS said the only activity of the joint
venture will be to hire a law firm to negotiate a
power purchase agreement with the project
developer. The only expenses expected are the
legal fees. Once the PPA and perhaps other
contracts are negotiated, the joint venture will
terminate, the IRS said.
It is not clear why the joint venture needs to
be a tax-exempt entity since the members can
split the legal fees, and a joint venture organized
by them to enter into a contract on their behalves
— as a partnership — would not be subject to
income tax. If they had any concerns, they could
elect out of partnership status by filing an
election under section 761 of the US tax code, in
which case each member would be treated as
owning an undivided interest in the power
contract directly. Each would have to take its
percentage interest of the electricity in kind.
The project had not been built yet. It appears
another reason for the joint venture was to enter
into a development-stage agreement with the
developer so that the developer can secure development financing to begin detailed engineering
work on the project.
The IRS said section 501(c)(6) status is
reserved for business leagues “whose purpose is
to promote the common business interest and
not to engage in a regular business of a kind
ordinarily carried on for profit. Its activities are
directed to the improvement of business conditions of one or more lines of business rather than
the performance of particular services for individual persons.”
The problem with
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short-term declines. However, developments over the course of
2017 appear to have laid the foundation for program stability
and continued demand for allowances over the long term.

Basic Concepts
As discussed in more detail in the August 2016 NewsWire
(“Uncertainty and Surplus Allowances Dog California Cap-andTrade Program”), the California Air Resources Board (CARB)
officially launched the cap-and-trade program in 2012, with
mandatory compliance obligations beginning in 2013.
The program establishes an annual cap on California greenhouse gas emissions so as to reduce emissions to 1990 levels by
2020 and below this amount in subsequent years.
Entities covered by the program include electric utilities with
retail loads, large industrial energy users, and, as of 2015, natural
gas suppliers. Covered entities must submit an allowance to
CARB for each metric ton of CO2-equivalent that they emit. The
number of allowances available each year is equal to the number

of metric tons of emissions that is allowed under that year’s cap.
Certain covered entities receive free allowances from CARB to
cover a share of their emissions. For the electric utility sector, the
amount of these free allowances was set to exceed the utilities’
allowance requirements, in recognition that utility customers
have been paying for greenhouse gas emission reductions since
before the start of the cap-and-trade program, such as through
procurement of renewable resources and energy efficiency.
Investor-owned utilities are required to bid all their free allowances into state-run auctions, while other entities with surplus
allowances may bid allowances into the auctions or sell them via
the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) trading market for California
cap-and-trade allowances or via bilateral trades. Covered entities
that do not receive allowances from the state or whose emissions
exceed the allowances they are issued must buy allowances
through one of these mechanisms. Entities without compliance
obligations may also participate in the program by voluntarily
reducing their own emissions or by trading allowances as a liquidity provider. The state also participates by offering a slate of
allowances for sale into each auction to cover the anticipated
allowance needs of covered entities while keeping the total

Figure 1: Percentage of Available Allowances Sold in Each Auction
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the joint venture in this case is its focus seems to
be to pool resources to pay legal expenses of

The 2017 rebound in prices for
greenhouse gas emissions
allowances in California
provides a window into
future pricing.

negotiating a private business deal for its
members.
The IRS analysis is in Private Letter Ruling
201749016. The IRS made the ruling public in
early December.
MORE CREB s money is available, but the new

tax-cut bill passed by Congress repeals the
authority to issue new bonds after this year.
CREBs or clean renewable energy bonds are
bonds that can be issued by municipal utilities,
government agencies, Indian tribes, electric
cooperatives and US possessions like Puerto Rico
to finance wind, solar and other renewable

number of allowances below the cap.
In 2014, Quebec linked its cap-and-trade program with
California’s, and Ontario will do the same beginning in January
2018. Allowances issued for these programs may be used to
comply with California cap-and-trade requirements, and vice
versa, and the quarterly, state-run auctions cover allowances for
all linked programs.

Market Rebound in 2017
Uncertainty dogged California’s greenhouse gas cap-and-trade
program throughout 2016 due to lawsuits questioning the legality of the program and uncertainty about the program’s future
after 2020.
As a result of these uncertainties, as well as an oversupply of
allowances available in the market, interest in allowances was
weak during much of 2016 (Figure 1), and allowance prices
remained at floor-price levels in the auctions and dropped below
this level on the ICE secondary market (Figure 2).
Demand for allowances rebounded in the second quarter of
2017, and prices rose accordingly, with auction prices remaining
above the floor price since the May 2017 auction.
The settlement price for the most recent auction, held on
November 14, 2017, set a record high for the auctions at $15.06
per allowance, which is $2.33 higher than the settlement price
throughout 2016. Moreover, ICE secondary market prices have
generally remained higher than auction prices, with price premiums to purchase allowances on the ICE secondary market
reaching up to about 11% above auction allowance prices. All
/ continued page 32
told, California cap-and-trade

energy projects. In theory, no interest has to be
paid to the lender or bondholder. It receives
federal income tax credits instead. Holders of
bonds issued after 2010 receive tax credits worth
as little as 70% of the interest payments.
The amount of such bonds that can be
issued is limited. Anyone wanting to issue them
to finance a project had to apply to the IRS for an
allocation. All the money has already been
allocated, but the IRS said in October that it has
identified $379.5 million in unused bond authority that was forfeited by earlier applicants and is
available for reallocation to any public power
provider. It said applications are due by June 19,
2018. The announcement is in Notice 2017-66.
However, that was before Congress passed
a massive tax-cut bill in mid-December. The bill
repeals authority to issue new CREBs bonds after
2017.
— contributed by Keith Martin in Washington
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allowance prices have been much stronger in 2017 than they
were in 2016, with auction settlement price increases of about
18% from November 2016 to November 2017.

Why?
A number of factors came together to support the market
recovery.
First, much of the legal and regulatory uncertainty surrounding the program was resolved over the course of 2017. Critically,
a lawsuit challenging the legal basis for the program was rejected
by the state appeals court, and the state supreme court declined
to consider a further appeal, effectively ending the litigation.
Adoption of new cap-and-trade legislation and regulatory
amendments addressing the post-2020 program structure also
provided important assurance about the program’s future.
Figure 2 highlights key legal, legislative and regulatory developments that bolstered the market over the past year.

Although market sentiment may be influenced by any number
of factors, the steep increase in prices following the supreme
court action upholding the legality of the cap-and-trade program
suggests that the legal uncertainty had been depressing prices
and demand for allowances. The new legislation and regulatory
amendments that set the stage for the cap-and-trade program
to continue to operate with ever-tightening allowance budgets
each year through at least 2030 may also be contributing to nearterm demand because allowances purchased today can be
banked for future use as a hedge against prices that should rise
over time as the supply of allowances is further restricted and
the auction floor price is further increased.
Structural factors also contributed to the market recovery.
In particular, given that 2017 is the last year of the 2015-to-2017
compliance period, all allowances for this three-year period
must be procured by the end of the year. In 2015 and 2016, by
contrast, entities had the option of not purchasing up to 70%
of their compliance obligations for those years and instead
waiting to see how the lawsuits or other factors played out.
Some of the demand increase observed over the course of 2017

Figure 2: 2016 through Early-November 2017 Cap-and-Trade Allowance Prices and Key Legal and
Regulatory Events Addressing Program Viability and Design
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probably derives from entities that had been taking a wait-andsee approach and are now addressing unmet compliance obligations from 2015 and 2016 as well as meeting the current
year’s obligations.
An additional structural influence contributing to the price
recovery is a stabilizing mechanism that is in place to address
surplus allowance conditions. In particular, allowances that are
designated for auction by a greenhouse gas program regulator
(currently, CARB or Quebec) and that are not sold are withheld
from subsequent auctions and returned only after settlement
prices in two consecutive auctions rise above the auction floor
price. This mechanism led to removal of 153 million allowances
from auctions in 2016 and 2017, helping to stabilize prices.

2018-to-2020 Outlook
While the cap-and-trade allowance market experienced robust
price increases in 2017, there are headwinds that could make it
difficult for prices to sustain the upward momentum in 2018.
First, 2018 is the start of the third cap-and-trade program
compliance period, which lasts from 2018 through 2020. Thus,
allowance purchases could again largely be deferred until 2020
if compliance entities want to wait and evaluate future auction
and secondary market prices before purchasing the full amount
of allowances they require, perhaps due to cash-flow considerations or expectations of price declines.

Furthermore, in the near term, a large number of allowances
that were auctioned by state agencies in previous auctions, but
went unsold, will re-enter the market. This began to happen in
November 2017. Per the regulations, the number of re-auctioned
allowances was restricted to 25% of allowances previously designated for that auction, or about 16 million allowances, so as
not to flood the market with too many allowances at once. This
means, however, that the impact of this mechanism will continue
over many more auctions, as 137 million additional allowances
are awaiting re-entry.
To prevent these reintroduced allowances from depressing the
market, beginning in January 2018, current-vintage allowances
auctioned by state agencies that remain unsold for more than
24 months will be removed from the market and placed in an
allowance price containment reserve fund, to be released back
in the market only if prices rise to the point that action is needed
to control allowance price increases.
Table A estimates the number of expiring allowances that will
be removed from the market because they remain unsold for
more than 24 months. Per this assessment, allowances will start
to be permanently removed from the market in May 2018, with
nearly 60 million allowances removed through February 2019.
The removal of these allowances is not expected to have an
immediate impact on pricing since allowances will also be reintroduced into the market over this same time period; however,

Table A: Reintroduction and Removal of Unsold Allowances from 2016-2017 Auctions (in millions)
Initial Auction Date

Nov 2015

Feb 2016

May 2016

Aug 2016

Nov 2016

Feb 2017

0

11

56

98

111

153

Nov 2017

Feb 2018

May 2018

Aug 2018

Nov 2018

Feb 2019

Cumulative reintroduced allowances

16

32

48

64

80

95

Cumulative allowances removed from
the market

0

0

8

35

35

58

Cumulative unsold allowances
Auction Date 24 months later

Note: The analysis presented in this table assumes that a similar number of allowances as was reintroduced in the November 2017
auction continues to be reintroduced to the auctions through February 2019, that auction prices continue to exceed the floor price
in each auction, that all current-vintage allowances available in each auction are sold, and that unsold allowances are pulled from
the market in the auction 24 months after the initial auction date.
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removal will help to stabilize pricing in the intermediate term.
On balance, the start of a new compliance period in 2018 and
the lingering impact of unsold allowances on auction results
suggest that allowance prices could flatten or even pull back
somewhat in 2018.
However, the certainty that the program will continue past
2020, thereby ensuring that allowances will continue to have
value in the future, and the fact that excess allowances will
eventually be removed from the market make it unlikely that
prices will collapse back to levels seen in 2016 and early 2017.
This is the case both with respect to auction prices, which are
subject to annual floor price increases, and also with respect to
secondary market prices, which are not subject to regulatory
price controls.
Looking farther out, additional upward pricing pressure can
be expected beginning around May 2019 after all the excess
allowances from the 2016 and 2017 auctions have been dispensed with (either via reintroductions to earlier auctions or via
removal from the market), and again during the second half of
2020 as the third compliance period draws to a close. Annual
auction floor price increases and annual reductions to the total
number of available allowances will also contribute to upward
pricing pressure.
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Post-2020 Program Developments
At this stage, regulations governing the cap-and-trade program
after 2020 remain under development, but important steps were
taken in 2017 to set the stage for the post-2020 program.
AB 398, passed by the California legislature and approved by
Governor Jerry Brown in July 2017, extends the cap-and-trade
program through 2030 with the goal of reducing the state’s
greenhouse gas emissions to 40% below 1990 levels by 2030. In
October 2017, CARB adopted annual emission allowance budgets
for the years 2021 through 2030 consistent with this legislation,
with declines in the number of allowances of about 5% per year.
Pursuant to AB 398, CARB will also establish price ceilings and
intermediate price containment points below the price ceiling
and will evaluate additional changes that may be made to the
cap-and-trade program for the post-2020 period. For example,
AB 398 directed CARB staff to address concerns about the potential over-allocation of allowances for 2021 to 2030, and CARB is
seeking stakeholder feedback on this issue.
Going forward, the declining allowance budgets set by CARB
in October 2017 should provide a tailwind for allowance prices
by continuing to drive demand. However, the upside for prices
could also be limited by the price ceiling and price containment
measures that will be adopted by CARB. Overall, CARB’s many
tools for steering allowance pricing — such as reducing allowance budgets over time, setting an auction price floor and ceiling,
removing surplus allowances from the auctions and reintroducing them when prices are higher — aim for a long-term trend of
steadily increasing prices without extended slumps or spikes. 
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justices split 4-4-1 in that case. Scalia’s test would limit Clean Water Act jurisdiction to “relatively permanent” water bodies that share a “continuous surface connection” with navigable
waters.
A plan to adopt the Scalia test may have been complicated by a federal appeals court
decision in late November in the 9th circuit — the appeals court for the US states along the
west coast, including Hawaii and Alaska — that said that court will follow Justice Anthony
Kennedy’s “significant nexus” test for Clean Water Act jurisdiction. His test is to look at
whether wetlands, for example, have a significant nexus with navigable waters. If so, then
the US government may regulate them, including by imposing criminal penalties for filling
in wetlands without a permit.
The Obama EPA used Kennedy’s test as the basis for its definition of “waters of the United
States” in 2015. The Trump EPA now argues that the regulation expands the water law’s
scope beyond what Congress intended.
In the interim, the Trump EPA is seeking to delay implementation of the Obama definition
for two more years to give it time to come up with a new definition before a nationwide
stay of the Obama-era definition is reviewed by the Supreme Court.
— contributed by Andrew E. Skroback in Washington
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CHADBOURNE MERGER

Chadbourne & Parke merged into Norton Rose Fulbright on June 30. The combined firm
has 4,000 lawyers in 59 offices in 33 countries.

WANT TO LEARN MORE?

Check out Currents, the world’s first project finance podcast from a legal perspective.
Learn more at www.chadbournecurrents.com; subscribe on iTunes, Google Play or your
preferred podcast app.
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